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dRofus and Zynka BIM sign cooperation
agreement in Sweden

August 26, 2020 - dRofus and Zynka BIM have entered into a cooperation
agreement. They are set to combine Zynka Bim’s expertise in processes and
working methods with dRofus’ industry-leading software for digital
information management, something that has become important for the
building industry.

https://www.drofus.com/
https://bim.zynka.se/


Zynka BIM sees dRofus as a powerful and well-adapted tool for managing
information that a building project includes; everything from requirements
such as Room Data Sheets (RDS) to information about building parts such as
doors and fittings. Zynka BIM assists the projects in ensuring that dRofus is
properly implemented in the projects, which increases the usefulness of the
tool.

"We see a need for this type of software in many projects to ensure that essential
requirements and information are filled in by the right party. The benefits of
having everything in the same database, together with the broad functionality
that dRofus offers, means that the quality and structure of information is
maintained through all phases of the project." says Erik Brännström at Zynka
BIM.

dRofus have chosen to work with Zynka BIM to ensure that customers receive
the full benefit of the dRofus software. Zynka BIM will also grow a larger
network of dRofus users who will know the intricacies of the software and
also have a solid understanding of the processes that the software will
support in projects. When implemented correctly, dRofus enables an
unbroken supply chain of information in a building project; from
requirements through design and construction to facility management

"We have also previously had good cooperation with Zynka BIM in projects, and
see this agreement as the next step to jointly help the construction industry move
forward in its digitalization journey." says Marie Salomonsson at dRofus.

https://www.drofus.no/en/product.html?__hstc=257185300.da49d342734481c9d6965a3826e7ab7a.1600349367722.1600776072331.1601021889704.3&__hssc=257185300.2.1601021889704&__hsfp=1682482597


Both dRofus and Zynka BIM are and remain independent companies working
with all players in the market.

For more information contact: marie.salomonsson@drofus.com

About dRofus:

The leading planning and data management solution for the global building
industry. dRofus is a unique planning, data management and BIM
collaboration tool that provides all stakeholders with comprehensive
workflow support and access to building information throughout the building
lifecycle. We are committed to Open BIM and as part of the Nemetschek
Group, our aim is to deliver the best possible, most innovative and most
successful AECO software solutions.

About Zynka BIM BIM AB:

Zynka BIM are BIM experts, based in Gothenburg, Stockholm and Malmö, who
deliver innovative digital solutions and provide expertise at every stage of a
real estate business, from project development to management. Zynka BIM is
at the forefront of the digital transformation of the construction and real
estate industry to maximize its customers' efficiency, quality and profitability.
Zynka BIM is part of the Zynka Group, whose goal is to digitize the built
environment, specialized in delivering digital solutions and innovative
processes for the construction and real estate industry with a main vision to
change the way we design, build and use our built environment.

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for the digital transformation in the AEC
industry. With its software solutions, it covers the complete life cycle of
building and infrastructure projects and guides its customers into the future
of digitalization. As one of the world's leading corporate groups in this field,

mailto:marie.salomonsson@drofus.com
https://www.nemetschek.com/en/
https://www.nemetschek.com/en/


the Nemetschek Group increases quality in the construction process and
improves the digital workflow of all those involved in the construction
process. This revolves around the use of open standards (Open BIM). The
innovative solutions of the 16 brands in the four customer-oriented divisions
are used by approximately six million users worldwide. Founded by Prof.
Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs more than
3,000 experts.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company achieved revenue in the amount of EUR 556.9 million and an
EBITDA of EUR 165.7 million in 2019.
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